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Abstrat
Bidireted graphs (a sort of nonstandard graphs introdued by Ed-
monds and Johnson) provide a natural generalization to the notions of
direted and undireted graphs. By a weakly (node- or edge-) ayli
bidireted graph we mean suh graph having no (node- or edge-) simple
yles. We all a bidireted graph strongly ayli if it has no yles (even
non-simple). Unlike the ase of standard graphs, a bidireted graph may
be weakly ayli but still have non-simple yles.
Testing a given bidireted graph for weak ayliity is a hallenging
ombinatorial problem, whih also has a number of appliations (e.g.
heking a perfet mathing in a general graph for uniqueness). We
present (generalizing results of Gabow, Kaplan, and Tarjan) a modi-
ation of the depth-rst searh algorithm that heks (in linear time) if
a given bidireted graph is weakly ayli (in ase of negative answer a
simple yle is onstruted).
Our results are best desribed in terms of skew-symmetri graphs (the
latter give another, somewhat more onvenient graph language whih is
essentially equivalent to the language of bidireted graphs).
We also give strutural results for the lass of weakly ayli bidireted
and skew-symmetri graphs explaining how one an onstrut any suh
graph starting from strongly ayli instanes and, vie versa, how one an
deompose a weakly ayli graph into strongly ayli parts. Finally,
we extend ayliity test to build (in linear time) suh a deomposition.
Keywords : bidireted graph, skew-symmetri graph, simple yle, regular yle,
depth-first searh algorithm.
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1 Introdution
The notion of bidireted graphs was introdued by Edmonds and Johnson [3℄
in onnetion with one important lass of integer linear programs generalizing
problems on flows and mathings; for a survey, see also [8, 10℄.
Reall that in a bidireted graphG three types of edges are allowed: (i) a usual
direted edge, or an ar, that leaves one node and enters another one; (ii) an edge
from both of its ends; or (iii) an edge to both of its ends.
When both ends of edge oinide, the edge beomes a loop.
In what follows we use notation VG (resp. EG) to denote the set of nodes
(resp. edges) of an undireted or bidireted graph G. When G is direted we
speak of ars rather than edges and write AG in plae of EG.
A walk in a bidireted graph G is an alternating sequene P = (s =
v0, e1, v1, . . . , ek, vk = t) of nodes and edges suh that eah edge ei onnets
nodes vi−1 and vi, and for i = 1, . . . , k− 1, the edges ei, ei+1 form a transit pair
at vi, whih means that one of ei, ei+1 enters and the other leaves vi. Note that
e1 may enter s and ek may leave t; nevertheless, we refer to P as a walk from s
to t, or an st walk. P is a yle if v0 = vk and the pair e1, ek is transit at v0; a
yle is usually onsidered up to yli shifts. Observe that an ss walk is not
neessarily a yle.
If vi 6= vj for all 1 ≤ i < j < k and 1 < i < j ≤ k, then walk P is alled node-
simple (note that the endpoints of a node-simple walk need not be distint). A
walk is alled edge-simple if all its edges are different.
Let X be an arbitrary subset of nodes of G. One an modify G as follows:
for eah node v ∈ X and eah edge e inident with v, reverse the diretion of
e at v. This transformation preserves the set of walks in G and thus does not
hange the graph in essene. We all two bidireted graphs G1, G2 equivalent if
one an obtain G2 from G1 by applying a number of desribed transformations.
A bidireted graph is alled weakly (node- or edge-) ayli if it has no (node-
or edge-) simple yles. These two notions of ayliity are losely onneted.
Given a bidireted graph G one an do the following: (i) replae eah node v ∈
VG by a pair of nodes v1, v2; (ii) for eah node v ∈ VG add an edge leaving v1
and entering v2; (iii) for eah edge e ∈ EG onneting nodes u, v ∈ VG add an
edge onneting ui and vj , where i = 1 if e enters u; i = 2 otherwise; similarly
for j and v. This proedure yields a weakly edge-ayli graph iff the original
graph is weakly node-ayli (see Fig. 1(a)). The onverse redution from edge-
ayliity to node-ayliity is also possible: (i) replae eah node v ∈ VG by
a pair of nodes v1, v2; (ii) for eah edge e ∈ EG onneting nodes u, v ∈ VG
add a node we and four edges onneting ui, vi with we (i = 1, 2); edges uiwe
should enter we; edges wevi should leave we; the diretions of these edges at ui
(resp. vi) should oinide with the diretion of e at u (resp. v) (see Fig. 1(b)).
In what follows we shall only study the notion of weak edge-ayliity.
Hene, we drop the prefix edge for brevity when speaking of weakly ayli
graphs. If a bidireted graph has no (even non-simple) yles we all it strongly
ayli.
One possible appliation of weak ayliity testing is desribed in [4℄. Let G
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(a) From node-ayliity to
edge-ayliity.
u
v
u1 u2
v1 v2
we
(b) From edge-ayliity to
node-ayliity.
Figure 1: Redutions between the notions of weak node- and edge-ayliity.
be an undireted graph andM be a perfet mathing in G (that is, a set of edges
suh that: (i) no two edges in M share a ommon node; (ii) for eah node v
there is a mathing edge inident with v). The problem is to hek if M is the
unique perfet mathing in G. To this aim we transform G into the bidireted
graph G by assigning diretions to edges as follows: every edge e ∈ M leaves
both its endpoints, every edge e ∈ EG \M enters both its endpoints. One easily
heks that the definition of mathing implies that every edge-simple yle in
G is also node-simple. Moreover, eah suh simple yle in G gives rise to an
alternating iruit in G with respet to M (a iruit of even length onsisting of
an alternating sequene of edges belonging to M and EG \M). And onversely,
every alternating iruit in G with respet to M generates a node-simple yle
in G. It is well known (see [9℄) that M is unique iff there is no alternating
iruit with respet to it. Hene, the required redution follows.
2 Skew-Symmetri Graphs
This setion ontains terminology and some basi fats onerning skew-sym-
metri graphs and explains the orrespondene between these and bidireted
graphs. For a more detailed survey on skew-symmetri graphs, see, e.g., [11,
6, 7, 1℄.
A skew-symmetri graph is a digraph G endowed with two bijetions σV , σA
suh that: σV is an involution on the nodes (i.e., σV (v) 6= v and σV (σV (v)) = v
for eah node v), σA is an involution on the ars, and for eah ar a from u to
v, σA(a) is an ar from σV (v) to σV (u). For brevity, we ombine the mappings
σV , σA into one mapping σ on VG ∪ AG and all σ the symmetry (rather than
skew-symmetry) of G. For a node (ar) x, its symmetri node (ar) σ(x) is
also alled the mate of x, and we will often use notation with primes for mates,
denoting σ(x) by x′.
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Observe that if G ontains an ar e from a node v to its mate v′, then e′ is
also an ar from v to v′ (so the number of ars of G from v to v′ is even and
these parallel ars are partitioned into pairs of mates).
By a path (iruit) in G we mean a node-simple direted walk (yle), unless
expliitly stated otherwise. The symmetry σ is extended in a natural way
to walks, yles, paths, iruits, and other objets in G. In partiular, two
walks or yles are symmetri to eah other if the elements of one of them
are symmetri to those of the other and go in the reverse order: for a walk
P = (v0, a1, v1, . . . , ak, vk), the symmetri walk σ(P ) is (v
′
k, a
′
k, v
′
k−1, . . . , a
′
1, v
′
0).
One easily shows that G annot ontain self-symmetri iruits (f. [7℄). We all
a set of nodes X self-symmetri if X ′ = X .
Following terminology in [6℄, an ar-simple walk in G is alled regular if it
ontains no pair of symmetri ars (while symmetri nodes in it are allowed).
Hene, we may speak of regular paths and regular iruits.
Next we explain the orrespondene between skew-symmetri and bidireted
graphs (f. [7, Se. 2℄, [1℄). For sets X,A,B, we use notation X = A ⊔B when
X = A∪B and A∩B = ∅. Given a skew-symmetri graphG, hoose an arbitrary
partition pi = {V1, V2} of VG suh that V2 is symmetri to V1. Then G and pi
determine the bidireted graph G with node set V1 whose edges orrespond to
the pairs of symmetri ars in G. More preisely, ar mates a, a′ of G generate
one edge e of G onneting nodes u, v ∈ V1 suh that: (i) e goes from u to
v if one of a, a′ goes from u to v (and the other goes from v′ to u′ in V2);
(ii) e leaves both u, v if one of a, a′ goes from u to v′ (and the other from v to
u′); (iii) e enters both u, v if one of a, a′ goes from u′ to v (and the other from
v′ to u). In partiular, e is a loop if a, a′ onnet a pair of symmetri nodes.
Conversely, a bidireted graph G with node set V determines a skew-sym-
metri graph G with symmetry σ as follows. Take a opy σ(v) of eah element
v of V , forming the set V
′
:=
{
σ(v) | v ∈ V
}
. Now set VG := V ⊔ V
′
. For eah
edge e of G onneting nodes u and v, assign two symmetri ars a, a′ in G
so as to satisfy (i)-(iii) above (where u′ = σ(u) and v′ = σ(v)). An example is
depited in Fig. 2.
Remark 2.1 A bidireted graph generates one skew-symmetri graph, while a
skew-symmetri graph generates a number of bidireted ones, depending on the
partition pi of V that we hoose in the rst onstrution. The latter bidireted
graphs are equivalent.
Also there is a orrespondene between walks in G and walks in G. More
preisely, let τ be the natural mapping of VG ∪ AG to VG ∪ EG (obtained by
identifying the pairs of symmetri nodes and ars). Eah walk
P = (v0, a1, v1, . . . , ak, vk)
in G indues the sequene
τ(P ) := (τ(v0), τ(a1), τ(v1), . . . , τ(ak), τ(vk))
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(a) Bidireted graph G.
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(b) Corresponding skew-
symmetri graph G.
Figure 2: Related bidireted and skew-symmetri graphs.
of nodes and edges in G. One an easily hek that τ(P ) is a walk in G and
τ(P ) = τ(P ′). Moreover, for any walk P in G there is exatly one preimage
τ−1(P ) in G.
Let us all a skew-symmetri graph strongly ayli if it has no direted
yles. Eah yle in G generates a yle in G and vie versa. To obtain a
similar result for the notion of weak ayliity in bidireted graphs, suppose
G is not weakly ayli and onsider an edge-simple yle C in G having the
smallest number of edges. Then C generates a yles C in G (as desribed
above). Cyles C, C′ are iruits sine otherwise one an shortut them and
obtain (by applying τ) a shorter edge-simple yle in G. Moreover, C and C′
are regular (or, equivalently, ar-disjoint). Indeed, suppose C ontains both
ars a and a′ for some a ∈ AG. Hene C traverses the edge τ(a) at least twie,
ontraditing the assumption. Conversely, let C be a regular iruit in G.
Trivially C := τ(C) is an edge-simple yle in G. These observations motivate
the following definition: we all a skew-symmetri graph weakly ayli if is has
no regular iruits.
The following proposition summarizes our observations.
Proposition 2.2 G is strongly (resp. weakly) ayli i G is strongly (resp.
weakly) ayli.
For a given set of nodes X in a direted graph G we use notation G[X ] to
denote the direted subgraph indued by X . In ase G is skew-symmetri and
X ′ = X the symmetry on G indues the symmetry on G[X ].
An easy part of our task is to desribe the set of strongly ayli skew-
symmetri graphs. The following theorem gives the omplete haraterization
of suh graphs.
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(a) Weak separator.
a
a′ b
b′
A B
(b) Strong separator.
Figure 3: Separators. Solid ars should our exatly one, dashed ars may
our arbitrary number of times (inluding zero)
Theorem 2.3 A skew-symmetri graph G is strongly ayli i there exists a
partition Z⊔Z ′ of VG, suh that the indued (standard direted) subgraphs G[Z],
G[Z ′] are ayli and no ar goes from Z to Z ′.
In terms of bidireted graphs Theorem 2.3 means the following:
Corollary 2.4 A bidireted graph G is strongly ayli i G is equivalent to a
bidireted graph that only has direted edges forming an ayli graph and edges
leaving both endpoints.
3 Separators and Deompositions
In this setion we try to answer the following question: given a skew-symmetri
weakly ayli graph what kind of a natural ertifiate an be given to prove
the absene of regular iruits (or, equivalently, regular yles) in it?
Our first answer is as follows. Let G be a skew-symmetri graph. Suppose
VG is partitioned into four sets A,B,Z, Z
′
suh that: (i) A and B are self-
symmetri and nonempty; (ii) exatly one pair of symmetri ars onnets A
and B; (iii) G[A] and G[B] are weakly ayli; (iv) no ar leaves Z, no ar
enters Z ′. If these properties are satisfied we all (A,B,Z) a weak separator
for G (see Fig. 3(a)).
Theorem 3.1 Every weakly ayli skew-symmetri graph G is either strongly
ayli or admits a weak separator (A,B,Z). Conversely, if (A,B,Z) is a weak
separator for G, then G is weakly ayli.
Thus, given a weakly ayli graph G one an apply Theorem 3.1 to split VG
into four parts. The subgraphs G[A], G[B] are again weakly ayli, so we an
apply the same argument to them, et. This reursive proess (whih produes
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two subgraphs on eah steps) stops when urrent subgraph beomes strongly
ayli. In suh ase, Theorem 2.3 provides us with the required ertifiate.
Motivated by this observation we introdue the notion of a weak ayli
deomposition ofG. By this deomposition we mean a binary treeD onstruted
as follows. The nodes of D orrespond to self-symmetri subsets of VG (in what
follows, we make no distintion between nodes in D and these subsets). The
root of D is the whole node set VG. Any leaf X in D is a self-symmetri subset
that indues a strongly ayli subgraph G[X ]; we attah a partition X = Z⊔Z ′
as in Theorem 2.3 to X . Consider any non-leaf node X in D. It indues the
subgraph G[X ] that is not strongly ayli. Applying Theorem 3.1 we get a
partition of X into subsets A,B,Z, Z ′ and attah it to X ; the hildren of X are
defined to be A and B.
Provided that a weak separator an be found in linear time, the above-
desribed proedure for building weak ayli deomposition totally requires
O(mn) time in worst ase (n := |VG|, m := |AG|). However, one an use depth-
first searh to onstrut a weak deomposition in linear time, see Setion 4.
This improved algorithm has a number of interesting appliations. For exam-
ple, it an serve as a part of a proedure that finds a shortest regular path in
a weakly ayli skew-symmetri graph under arbitrary ar lengths and runs
in O(m log2 n) time. However, this problem is quite ompliated and will be
addressed in another paper.
An appealing speial ase arises when we restrit our attention to the lass of
strongly onneted (in a standard sense) skew-symmetri graphs, that is, graphs
where eah two nodes are onneted by a (not neessarily regular) path.
We need to introdue two additional definitions. Given a skew-symmetri
graph H and a node s in it we all H s-onneted if every node in H lies on a
(not neessarily regular) ss′ path. Suppose the node set of a skew-symmetri
graph G admits a partition (A,B) suh that: (i) A and B are self-symmetri;
(ii) exatly one pair of symmetri ars {a′b, b′a} onnets A and B (a, a′ ∈ A,
b, b′ ∈ B); (iii) G[A] is weakly ayli and a-onneted, G[B] is weakly ayli
and b-onneted. Then we all (A,B) a strong separator for G (see Fig. 3(b)
for an example).
A simple orollary of Theorem 3.1 is the following:
Theorem 3.2 A skew-symmetri graph B is strongly onneted and weakly
ayli i it admits a strong separator (A,B).
Now we extend Theorem 2.3 to desribe a deomposition of an arbitrary
weakly ayli skew-symmetri graph in terms of strongly onneted ompo-
nents (hene, providing another answer to the question posed at the beginning
of the setion).
Theorem 3.3 A skew-symmetri graph G is weakly ayli i there exists a
partition of VG into sets Z,Z
′, B1, . . . , Bk suh that: (i) (standard direted)
subgraphs G[Z], G[Z ′] are ayli; (ii) sets Bi are self-symmetri, subgraphs
G[Bi] are strongly onneted and weakly ayli; (iii) no ar onnets distint
sets Bi and Bj ; (iv) no ar leaves Z, no ar enters Z
′
.
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B1 B2 Bk
Figure 4: Deomposition of a weakly ayli skew-symmetri graph G. Dashed
ars may our arbitrary number of times (inluding zero). Subgraphs G[Z],
G[Z ′] are ayli, subgraphs G[Bi] are strongly onneted and weakly ayli.
An example of suh deomposition is presented in Fig. 4. For k = 0 the
deomposition in Theorem 3.3 oinides with suh in Theorem 2.3.
Consider an arbitrary weakly ayli skew-symmetri graph G. Add auxil-
iary nodes {s, s′} and ars {sv, v′s′}, v ∈ VG\{s, s′} thus making G s-onneted.
Similarly to its weak ounterpart, a strong ayli deomposition of G is a treeD
onstruted as follows. The nodes of D orrespond to self-symmetri subsets of
VG. Eah suh subset A indues the a-onneted graph G[A] for some a ∈ A.
The root of D is the whole node set VG. Consider a node A of D. Applying
Theorem 3.3 one gets a partition of A into subsets Z,Z ′, B1, . . . , Bk and at-
tahes it to A. Eah of Bi is strongly onneted and thus Theorem 3.2 applies.
Hene, we an further deompose eah of Bi into Xi ⊔ Yi (X ′i = Xi, Y
′
i = Yi)
with the only pair of symmetri ars {x′iyi, y
′
ixi} (xi ∈ Xi, yi ∈ Yi) onneting
Xi and Yi. The indued subgraphs G[Xi] (resp. G[Yi]) are xi-onneted (resp.
yi-onneted). We define the hildren of A to be X1, Y1, . . . , Xk, Yk. Clearly,
leaf nodes of D orrespond to ertain strongly ayli subgraphs.
The omplexity of the desribed tree onstrution proedure is O(mn) where
n := |VG|, m := |AG| (again, if linear-time algorithm for onstruting separators
is applied). But unlike the ase of weak deomposition, we are unaware of any
faster algorithm. So building strong deomposition in o(mn) time is an open
problem.
4 Algorithms
We need some additional notation. For a set of nodes X denote the set of ars
entering (resp. leaving) X by δin(X) (resp. δout(X)). Denote the set of ars
having both endpoints in X by γ(X).
Let Vτ be a symmetri set of nodes in a skew-symmetri graph G; aτ ∈
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aτ
a′τ
a
a′
b = vτ
b′
e
e′ f
f ′
g
g′
c
c′ d
d′
Vτ
(a) Bud τ in graph G together with a
shaded path P .
aτ
a′τ
a
a′
b = vτ
b′
e
e′ f
f ′
g
g′
(b) Graph G/τ together with a
shaded path P .
Figure 5: Buds, trimming, and path restoration. Base and antibase nodes b, b′
are marked. Path P is a preimage of P .
δin(Vτ ). Let vτ denote the head of aτ . Suppose every node in Vτ is reahable
from vτ by a regular path in G[Vτ ]. Then we all τ = (Vτ , aτ ) a bud. (Note
that our definition of bud is weaker than the orresponding one in [6℄.) The
ar aτ (resp. node vτ ) is alled the base ar (resp. base node) of τ , ar a
′
τ
(resp. node v′τ ) is alled the antibase ar (resp. the antibase node) of τ . For an
arbitrary bud τ we denote its set of nodes by Vτ , base ar by aτ , and base node
by vτ . An example of bud is given in Fig. 5(a).
Consider an arbitrary bud τ in a skew-symmetri graph G. By trimming τ
we mean the following transformation of G: (i) all nodes in Vτ \ {vτ , v′τ} and
ars in γ(Vτ ) are removed from G; (ii) all ars in δ
in(Vτ ) \ {aτ} are transformed
into ars entering v′τ (the tails of suh ars are not hanged); (iii) all ars in
δout(Vτ ) \ {a′τ} are transformed into ars leaving vτ (the heads of suh ars
are not hanged). The resulting graph (whih is obviously skew-symmetri)
is denoted by G/τ . Thus, eah ar of the original graph G not belonging to
γ(Vτ ) has its image in the trimmed graph G/τ . Fig. 5 gives an example of bud
trimming.
Let P be a regular path in G/τ . One an lift this path to G as follows: if P
does not ontain neither aτ , nor a
′
τ leave P as it is. Otherwise, onsider the ase
when P ontains aτ (the symmetri ase is analogous). Split P into two parts:
the part P1 from the beginning of P to vτ and the part P2 from vτ to the end of
P . Let a be the first ar of P2. The ar a leaves vτ in G/τ and thus orresponds
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to some ar a leaving Vτ in G (a 6= a′τ ). Let u ∈ Vτ be the tail of a in G and
Q be a regular vτu path in G[Vτ ] (existene of Q follows from definition of
bud). Consider the path P := P1 ◦Q◦P2 (here U ◦V denotes the path obtained
by onatenating U and V ). One an easily show that P is regular. We all
P a preimage of P (under trimming G by τ). Clearly, P is not unique. An
example of suh path restoration is shown in Fig. 5: the shaded path P on the
left piture orresponds to the shaded path P on the right piture.
Given a skew-symmetri graph G we hek if it is weakly ayli as follows
(we refer to this algorithm as Ayliity-Test). For tehnial reasons we
require G to obey the following two properties:
(i) Degree property : for eah node v in G at most one ar enters v or at most
one ar leaves v.
(ii) Loop property : G must not ontain parallel ars onneting symmetri
nodes (these ars orrespond to loops in bidireted graphs).
Degree property implies that a regular walk in G annot ontain a pair
of symmetri nodes (loosely speaking, the notions of node- and ar-regularity
oinide for G).
Remark 4.1 Observe, that for a graph obtained by applying node- to edge-
ayliity redution (as desribed in Setion 1) the degree property holds. Hene,
to hek an arbitrary graph for node-ayliity one may apply that redution
and invoke Ayliity-Test. Similarly, to hek a graph for edge-ayliity
we rst redue the problem to heking for node-ayliity and then proeed as
desribed earlier.
Our algorithm adopts ideas from [4℄ to the ase of skew-symmetri graphs.
The algorithm is a variation of both depth-first-searh (DFS) proedure (see [2℄)
and regular reahability algorithm (see [6℄). It has, however, two essential
differenes. Firstly, unlike standard DFS, whih is arried out in a stati graph,
our algorithm hanges G by trimming some buds. Seondly, unlike regular
reahability algorithm, we do not trim a bud as soon as we disover it. Rather,
trimming is postponed up to a moment when it an be done safely.
Degree and loop properties are preserved by trimmings. Indeed, onsider a
bud τ in a urrent graph H . The node vτ has at least two outgoing ars (sine
there are two ar-disjoint vτv
′
τ paths in H [Vτ ]). Hene, vτ has exatly one
inoming ar (namely, aτ ). When τ is trimmed the in- and out-degrees an
only hange for vτ and v
′
τ . For the node vτ (resp. v
′
τ ) its in- (resp. out-) degree
remains 1, and thus degree property still holds. Loop property is also maintained
sine trimming annot produe parallel ars between base and antibase nodes.
Let H be a urrent graph. Eah pair of symmetri nodes in G is mapped to
a ertain pair of symmetri nodes in H . This mapping is defined by indution
on the number of trimmings performed so far. Initially this mapping is identity.
When a bud τ is trimmed and nodes Vτ \ {vτ , v′τ} are removed, the mapping
is hanged so as to send the pairs of removed nodes to {vτ , v′τ}. Given this
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mapping, we may also speak of the preimage X of any self-symmetri node
set X in H .
The algorithm reursively grows a direted forest F . At every moment
this forest has no symmetri nodes (or, equivalently, does not interset the
symmetri forest F ′). Thus, every path in suh forest is regular. The algorithm
assigns olors to nodes. There are five possible olors: white, gray, blak,
antigray, and antiblak. White olor assigned to v means that v is not yet
disovered. Sine the algorithm proesses nodes in pairs, if v is white then so
is v′. Other four olors also our in pairs: if v is gray then v′ is antigray, if v
is blak then v′ is antiblak (and vie versa). All nodes outside both F and F ′
are white, nodes in F are blak or gray, nodes in F ′ are antiblak or antigray.
At any given moment the algorithm impliitly maintains a regular path
starting from a root of F . As in usual DFS, this path an be extrated by
examining the reursion stak. The nodes on this path are gray, the symmetri
nodes are antigray. No other node is gray or antigray. Blak olor denotes
nodes whih are already ompletely proessed by the algorithm; the mates of
suh nodes are antiblak.
The ore of the algorithm is the following reursive proedure. It has two
arguments  a node u and optionally an ar q entering u (q may be omitted
when u is a root node for a new tree in F ). Firstly, the proedure marks u as
gray and adds u to F (together with q if q is given). Seondly, it sans all ars
leaving u. Let a be suh ar, v be its head. Several ases are possible (if no ase
applies, then a is skipped and next ar is fethed and examined):
(i) Ciruit ase: If v is gray, then there exists a regular iruit in the urrent
graph (it an be obtained by adding the ar a to the gray vu path in
F ). The proedure halts reporting the existene of a regular iruit in G
(whih is onstruted from C in a postproessing stage, see below).
(ii) Reursion ase: If v is white, the reursive all with parameters (v, uv) is
made.
(iii) Trimming ase: If v is antiblak, the proedure onstruts a ertain bud
in the urrent graph and trims it as follows. We shall prove in the sequel
that eah time trimming ase ours the node v′ is an anestor of u in F .
Let P denote the orresponding uv′ path. Let aτ be the (unique) ar of
F entering u (u has at least two outgoing ars and hene annot the a root
of F , see below). Let H denote the urrent graph. Finally, let Vτ be the
union of node sets of P and P ′. One an easily show that τ = (Vτ , aτ ) is
a bud in H (buds formed by a pair of symmetri regular paths are alled
elementary in [6℄). The proedure trims τ and replaes H by H/τ . The
forest F is updated by removing nodes in Vτ \{u, u′} and ars in γ(Vτ ). All
other ars of F are replaed by their images under trimming by τ . Sine
aτ belongs to F , it follows that the struture of forest is preserved. Note
that trimming an produe new (previously unexisting) ars leaving u.
When all ars leaving u are fethed and proessed the proedure marks u as
blak, u′ as antiblak and exits.
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Figure 6: A barrier. Solid ars should our exatly one, dashed ars may
our arbitrary number of times (inluding zero).
Ayliity-Test initially makes all nodes white. Then, it looks for sym-
metri pairs of white nodes in G. Consider suh pair {v, v′} and assume, without
loss of generality, that out-degree of v is at most 1. Invoke the above-desribed
proedure at v (passing no ar) and proeed to the next pair.
If all reursive alls omplete normally, we laim that the initial graph is
weakly ayli. Otherwise, some reursive all halts yielding a regular iruit C
in a urrent graph. During the postproessing stage we onsider the sequene of
the trimmed buds in the reverse order and undo the orresponding trimmings.
Eah time we undo trimming of some bud τ we also replae C by its preimage
(as desribed in Setion 3). At eah suh step the regularity of C is preserved,
thus at the end of postproessing we obtain a regular iruit in the original
graph, as required.
The orretness of the algorithm will be proved in Setion 6, a linear-time
implementation is given in Setion 7.
Now we address the problem of building a weak ayli deomposition. We
solve it by the algorithmDeompose whih is a modified version of Ayliity-
Test.
Let G be a skew-symmetri graph with a designated node s. Suppose
we are given a olletion of buds τ1, . . . , τk in G together with node sets S
and M . Additionally, suppose the following properties hold: (i) olletion
{S, S′,M, Vτ1 , . . . , Vτk} is a partition of VG with s ∈ S; (ii) no ar goes from S
to S′ ∪M ; (iii) no ar onnets distint sets Vτi and Vτj ; (iv) no ar onnets
Vτi and M ; (v) the ar eτi is the only one going from S to Vτi . Then we all
the tuple B = (S,M ; τ1, . . . , τk) an ss′ barrier ([6℄, see Fig. 6 for an example).
Let us introdue one more weak ayliity ertifiate (whih is needed for
tehnial reasons) and show how to onstrut a weak deomposition from it.
Let B = (S,M ; τ1, . . . , τk) be a barrier in G. Put G˜ := G/τ1/ . . . /τk, W :=
S ∪ {vτ1 , . . . , vτk}. We all B ayli if the following onditions are satisfied:
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Figure 7: Construting a weak deomposition from an ayli barrier. Solid
ars should our exatly one, dashed ars may our arbitrary number of times
(inluding zero). Not all possible dashed ars are shown.
(i) subgraphs G[M ], G[Vτ1 ], . . . , G[Vτk ] are weakly ayli. (ii) the (standard
direted) subgraph G˜[W ] is ayli.
Suppose we are given an ayli barrier B of G with M = ∅. Additionally,
suppose weak ayli deompositions of G[Vτi ] are also given. A weak ayli
deomposition of G an be obtained as follows. Consider the graph G˜ and the
set W as in definition of an ayli barrier. Order the nodes in W topologially:
W = {w1, . . . , wn}; for i > j no ar in G˜ goes from wi to wj . Also, assume
that buds τi are numbered aording to the ordering of the orresponding base
nodes vτi in W . Let these base nodes separate the sequene w1, . . . , wn into
parts Z1, . . . , Zk+1 (some of them may be empty). In other words, let Zi be the
sequenes of nodes from S suh that w1, . . . , wn = Z1, vτ1 , Z2, . . . , Zk, vτk , Zk+1.
Additionally, put Ai := (Z1 ∪ Z
′
1) ∪ Vτ1 ∪ . . . ∪ Vτi−1 ∪ (Zi ∪ Z
′
i). Obviously,
sets Ai are self-symmetri, Ak+1 = VG. The graph G[A1] is strongly ayli
(this readily follows from Theorem 2.3 by putting Z := Z1). One an show
that for eah i ≥ 2 the triple (Ai−1, Vτi−1 , Zi) is a weak separator for G[Ai].
Using known deompositions of G[Vτi ] these separators an be ombined into a
deomposition of G. An example is depited in Fig. 7.
Buds that are trimmed by the algorithm are identified in a urrent graph
but an also be regarded as buds in the original graph G. Namely, let H be
a urrent graph and τ be a bud in H . One an see that (V τ , aτ ), where aτ
(resp. V τ ) is the preimage of aτ (resp. Vτ ), is a bud in G. This bud will be
denoted by τ .
Observe that the node sets of preimages τ of buds τ trimmed byAyliity-
Test are distint sets forming a laminar family in VG. At any moment the
urrent graph H an be obtained from G by trimming the set of inlusion-wise
maximal buds (whih were disovered up to that moment). For eah suh bud τ
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we maintain an ayli v′τ -barrier B
τ
with the empty M -part.
Nodes in H an be of two possible kinds: simple and omplex. Simple nodes
are nodes that were not touhed by trimmings, that is, they do not belong to
any of Vτ sets for all trimmed buds τ . Complex nodes are base and antibase
nodes of maximal trimmed buds.
In Setion 5 we prove the following key properties of Ayliity-Test:
(A) The (standard direted) subgraph indued by the set of blak nodes is
ayli.
(B) No ar goes from blak node to gray, white or antiblak node.
Deompose onsists of two phases: traversal and postproessing. During
the first phase we invoke Ayliity-Test modified as follows. Suppose the
algorithm trims a bud τ in H . First, suppose that the node vτ was simple prior
to that trimming. We onstrut Bτ as follows. Let B be the set of blak simple
nodes in Vτ , τ1, . . . , τk be the preimages (in G) of trimmed buds orresponding
to base nodes in Vτ . We argue that putting Bτ := (B ∪ {v′τ} , ∅; τ1, . . . , τk) we
obtain a required ayli barrier for τ . Indeed, property (i) holds by indution;
property (ii) follows from ayliity of the (standard direted) graph indued
by B and the fat that the node vτ (resp. vτ ) annot have inoming (resp.
outgoing) ars other than aτ (resp. a
′
τ ).
Situation gets more involved when vτ is a omplex node (hene, the algo-
rithm performs several trimmings at this node). Define B as above. Let φ
be the already trimmed inlusion-wise maximal bud at vτ . Consider a barrier
Bφ = (Q, ∅;φ1, . . . , φl). We put B
τ := (Q∪B; ∅;φ1, . . . , φl, τ1, . . . , τk) and argue
that a required ayli barrier for τ is ready.
First, no ar an go from Q to B′. Suppose toward ontradition that suh
ar uv exists. Consider a moment immediately preeding the trimming of φ.
The tail u differs from v′τ (sine uv 6= a
′
τ and a
′
τ is the only ar leaving v
′
τ ), thus
u was blak at that moment. Property (B) implies that v was either blak or
antigray. But this is a ontradition sine v is antiblak when τ is trimmed and
the sets of gray and antigray nodes ould not have hanged between these two
trimmings.
Seond, no ar in G onnets Vφi and Vτ j . To see this, suppose toward
ontration that uv is suh ar, learly uv is not the base or antibase ar of φi
or τ j . Two ases are possible depending on what node, vφi
or vτj , was made
blak first. Suppose vφi
is made blak before vτj (the other ase is analogous).
Consider the moment when vφi has just been delared blak. The ar uv in
G orresponds to the ar vφiw for some w. The node w is either blak or
antigray (due to property (B)). In the former ase w = v; in the latter ase
w is the antibase node of some already trimmed bud ontained in τ j (possibly
τ j itself). One an see that in both ases vτ j is gray (vφi is an anestor of vτ j
in F ). Now onsider the moment when the algorithm is about to make vτ j
blak. The ar v′u′ orresponds to the gray-to-antiblak ar vτ jv
′
φi
and hene
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another trimming at vτ j is required. But this is a ontradition as buds φi and
τ j are node-disjoint.
A similar reasoning shows that no ar an go from Q to Vτ i or from B to
Vφi .
When traversal of G is omplete the algorithm builds a final ayli barrier
in G. Observe that at that moment all nodes are blak or antiblak. The set
of simple blak nodes B∗ in the final graph and the inlusion-wise maximal
trimmed buds τ∗1, . . . , τ
∗
k indue the ayli barrier B
∗ := (B∗, ∅; τ∗1, . . . , τ
∗
k)
in G. During the postproessing phase the algorithm onstruts the desired
deomposition of G from ayli barriers reursively as indiated above.
Remark 4.2 Deompose proedure relies on Ayliity-Test algorithm
and hene the input graph G should obey the degree property. One possible
workaround is to preproess G as desribed in Remark 4.1. What we get after
invoking Deompose is a weak deomposition D for suh preproessed graph.
A deomposition for G an be easily extrated from D. This transformation is
straightforward and we omit details here.
The presented algorithm also yields a onstrutive proof to the existene of
a weak separator in a weakly ayli skew-symmetri graph. There is, however,
a muh simpler diret proof based on the same ideas (it is given in Setion 5).
5 Proofs of Separator and Deomposition Theo-
rems
Proof of Theorem 2.3.
Suppose G has no yles. Thus G admits topologial ordering of nodes
(see [2℄): one may assign distint labels pi : VG → R to the nodes of G so that
pi(u) < pi(v) for every ar uv ∈ AG. Put pi(v) := pi(v) − pi(v′) for eah v ∈ VG.
Labeling pi is nowhere zero (sine all labels pi are distint) and antisymmetri
(pi(v) = −pi(v′) for all v). Moreover, the skew symmetry of G implies that
pi(u) < pi(v) for all ars uv ∈ AG. Now onsider the set Z := {v | pi(v) > 0}.
Clearly VG = Z ⊔ Z ′. The indued (standard direted) subgraphs G[Z] and
G[Z ′] are ayli, and no ar leaves Z, as required.
Conversely, the existene of a partition Z⊔Z ′ of VG with δout(Z) = ∅ implies
that every yle in G is ontained in G[Z] or G[Z ′]. Sine these subgraphs are
ayli, theorem follows. 
We shall need the following result onerning the so-alled regular reah-
ability problem (see [6℄ for more details). Let G be a skew-symmetri graph
with a designated node s. The problem is to find a regular ss′ path in G
or establish that no suh path exists. One an easily show that if G has an
s-barrier B = (S,M ; τ1, . . . , τk), then s′ is not reahable from s by a regular
path. Indeed, we start from s and need to leave S in order to reah s′. But
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after leaving S (via an ar a) we get into one of Vτi and an only leave it by
going bak to S (beause of regularity we are forbidden to use the unique VτiS
′
ar a′). Hene, we an never reah s′.
Interestingly, the onverse statement also holds:
Theorem 5.1 (Regular Reahability Criterion, [6℄) There exists a regu-
lar ss′ path in a skew-symmetri graph G i there is no ss′ barrier in G.
We apply this result to prove separator theorems. Firstly, we need an addi-
tional statement:
Lemma 5.2 Let G be a weakly ayli skew-symmetri graph and s be an ar-
bitrary node of G. Then either s′ is not reahable from s by a regular path, or
s is not reahable from s′ by a regular path.
Proof.
For sake of ontradition, suppose that P and Q are regular ss′ and s′s
paths respetively. Then, P annot be ar-disjoint from both Q and Q′ (sine
otherwise P ◦ Q is a regular yle). Consider the longest prefix of P that is
ar-disjoint from Q,Q′; denote this prefix by P0. Put P = P0 ◦ P1 and let a be
the first ar of P1. This ar is either ontained in Q or Q
′
but not in both (as
Q is regular). Assume, without loss of generality, that a belongs to Q and let
Q1 be the suffix of Q starting with a (that is, a is the first ar of Q1). Combine
P0 and Q1 into the yle C := P0 ◦ Q1. This yle is regular sine its initial
part P0 is regular and ar-disjoint from both Q0 and Q
′
0. The regularity of C
ontradits the weak ayliity of G, and the laim follows. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1.
The proof is by indution on |VG|.
Applying Lemma 5.2 we get a node s suh that s′ is not reahable from s
by a regular path. Let B = (S,M ; τ1, . . . , τk) be an ss′ barrier (whih exists
due to Theorem 5.1). Two ases are possible:
Case 1: k = 0. Then we apply the indution hypothesis to G[M ]. If G[M ]
is strongly ayli, then so is G. (Moreover, if (Z,Z ′) is partition of G[M ] as
in Theorem 2.3 then (Z ∪ S,Z ′ ∪ S′) is a similar partition for G.) Otherwise
G[M ] is weakly ayli; onsider a weak separator (A,B,Z) for G[M ]. Now
(A,B,Z ∪ S) is a weak separator for G and the indution follows.
Case 2: k > 0. Let G˜ denote the graph obtained from G by trimming all
buds τi (it is lear that the order of trimmings is unimportant). Let W be the
set of nodes formed by adding nodes vτi to S. We argue that the (standard
direted) subgraph G˜[W ] is ayli. Indeed, suppose C is a iruit in G˜[W ].
Sine W ∩W ′ = ∅ this iruit is regular (in G˜) and applying the restoration
proedure from Setion 4 one an transform C into a regular iruit in G  a
ontradition.
Sine G˜[W ] is ayli we may onsider its topologial ordering w1, . . . , wn
(no ar goes from wi to wj for i > j). Let wj be the node with the largest
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index that is the base node of some bud τ of B. Let D be the set of nodes in S
preeding wj (with respet to the topologial order), let Z be the set of nodes
in W following wj . Put B := Vτ , A := V \ (B ∪ Z ∪ Z ′).
We laim that (A,B,Z) is a weak separator for G.
To see this, we hek the properties of weak separator one by one. Clearly
A = A′, B = B′, and sets A,B,Z, Z ′ form a partition of VG; wj is the base
node of τ and hene the ar aτ goes from A to B (the symmetri ar a
′
τ goes
from B to A). Thus, sets A, B are onneted by a pair of ars. No other pair
of ars an go between A and B: if a 6= aτ is an ar from A to B then it either
onnets Vτj with some Vτi or goes from S to Vτ or goes from D
′
to Vτ . The
first two ases are forbidden by the definition of barrier. Consider the latter
ase. In graph G the symmetri ar a′ goes from Vτ to D. Hene, the image of
a′ in G˜ goes from wj to D violating the topologial ordering of W .
Now we prove that no ar an leave Z. Suppose, for the sake of ontradition,
that a is suh ar. It is lear that Z ⊆ S. The ar a annot go to M ∪S′ or one
of Vτi (by definition of barrier), thus it should go to S \ Z. The image of a in
G˜, hene, should go to D. This again is a ontradition. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2.
Suffiieny being obvious, we show neessity. Let G be a strongly onneted
weakly ayli skew-symmetri graph. Consider an arbitrary weak separator
(A,B,Z). It follows that Z = ∅ (sine a strongly onneted graph annot have
a nontrivial direted ut). Let a (resp. b) be the head of the (unique) ar
going from B to A (resp. from A to B). Consider arbitrary nodes u ∈ A,
v ∈ B. Sine G is strongly onneted, one should have a yle ontaining both
u and v. Restriting this yle on G[A] and G[B] we get aa′ and bb′ paths
ontaining nodes u and v respetively. Hene, G[A] is a-onneted and G[B] is
b-onneted. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3.
Consider a partition of VG into strongly onneted omponents Q1, . . . , Qk
and the (standard direted) omponent graph GC formed by removing ars
inside omponents and ontrating omponents Qi into omposite nodes. Eah
omponent Qi is either self-symmetri (Q
′
i = Qi) or regular (Qi ∩ Qi = ∅). In
the latter ase there exists j suh that Q′i = Qj . Hene, the olletion of regular
omponents an be partitioned into pairs of symmetri ones.
Sine G is weakly symmetri, eah regular omponent Qi is trivial (onsists
of a single node of G). Let W denote the set of nodes in regular omponents
and {B1, . . . , Bn} be the olletion of all self-symmetri omponents. As GC is
ayli one may onstrut a topologial labeling of omponents, that is, assign
distint labels pi to the omponents satisfying pi(K) < pi(L) for eah ar going
from K to L. Note, that for distint i, j omponent Bi is not reahable from
Bj in GC (if P is an BiBj path then P
′
is an BjBi path, ontraditing
the ayliity of GC). Therefore, we may assign labels pi to self-symmetri
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omponents in an arbitrary way. We set all these labels to zero (while the
labels of regular omponents are assumed to be distint).
Now we transform pi so as to make it antisymmetri. To this aim we define
pi(C) := pi(C)−pi(C′) for eah omponent C (both regular and self-symmetri).
Clearly, pi is antisymmetri and the new labels of symmetri omponents are still
zero (while other labels are nonzero). For every ar going from omponent K to
omponent L there is a symmetri ar from L′ to K ′ and one has pi(K) < pi(L),
pi(L′) < pi(K ′) thus proving pi(K) < pi(L). Hene, pi is again a topologial
labeling on GC . Define Z to be the set of nodes in regular omponents with
positive label pi. Theorem now follows from the properties of pi. 
6 Corretness of Ayliity Test
We simultaneously prove (using indution on the number of steps performed by
the algorithm) the following properties:
(A) The (standard direted) subgraph indued by the set of blak nodes is
ayli.
(B) No ar goes from blak node to gray, white or antiblak node.
(C) Eah time an ar from gray node u to antiblak node v is disovered v′ is
an anestor of u.
(D) Bud trimming preserves anestors in F (that is, if u is an anestor of v in
F before trimming and trimming does not remove neither u nor v, u will
be an anestor of v after trimming).
To prove property (C) onsider a urrent graph H1 and suppose toward
ontradition that u is gray, v is antiblak, there exists an ar uv in H1 but v
′
is
not an anestor of u. Hene v′ was marked as blak before u has been disovered.
Consider the moment when v′ was made blak and the orresponding urrent
graph H0. The ar v
′u′ exists in H0 (no trimming applied by the algorithm
while going from H0 to H1 ould affet u or v). But v
′u′ is a blak-to-white ar
at the onsidered moment ontraditing to property (B). Hene, all trimmings
performed by the algorithm operate with well-defined buds.
Property (D) follows trivially.
Consider property (B). Clearly it is maintained while algorithm hanges the
olors of nodes without performing trimmings. Consider a trimming performed
at a base node u. This trimming does not add new blak nodes. If a is an
ar with blak tail it is either left unhanged by the trimming or redireted
toward u′. In the latter ase it beomes blak-to-antigray and property (B)
holds.
Finally we prove property (A). Let B be the set of blak nodes. Let eah
node v ∈ B be assigned a moment of time f(v) when it has beome blak. (As
in standard DFS, these moments are just arbitrary inreasing integers.) We
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laim that numbers f(v) give the topologial ordering of B, that is, f(u) > f(v)
for eah ar uv. Observe that when a new node v beomes blak it gets a label
that is larger than all other existing labels. Thus, the property is satisfied for
all ars leaving v. Consider an arbitrary inoming ar uv. The node u annot
be blak: otherwise prior to making v blak the algorithm had a blak-to-gray
ar uv, whih is forbidden by property (B). property (A) remains valid when
the algorithm trims an arbitrary bud τ sine no new blak-to-blak ars are
reated.
We are now ready to prove the orretness Ayliity-Test:
Lemma 6.1 If a urrent graph of the algorithm has a regular iruit before
trimming it still has one after trimming.
Proof.
Suppose the algorithm trims a bud τ in a urrent graph H . Consider a
moment immediately preeding suh trimming. Let C be a regular iruit in
H . In ase C does not interset Vτ it is obviously preserved under trimming.
Otherwise, without loss of generality one may assume that C ontains v′τ
or a blak node from Vτ . We argue that C ontains an antigray node. If C
ontains v′τ , then we are done. Otherwise, let us go along C and examine the
olors of nodes. All nodes of C annot be blak (due to property (A)). Hene,
from property (B) it follows that at some point we have a blak-to-antigray
transition, as required.
Let x be the antigray node of C suh that the unique v′τx path R in F is
as short as possible. If C does not interset R′, then we are done. Otherwise,
replae C by C′ and try again (the length of R dereases sine C is regular and
hene, due to degree property, annot ontain a pair of symmetri nodes x, x′).
Finally we get a regular iruit C, an antigray node x, and a v′τx path R suh
that C ontains x and C does not interset R′.
We go from x along C until reahing Vτ at y. Let Q be a regular yv
′
τ path
in G[Vτ ]; let P be the xy segment of C. Combine these three paths together
by putting K := P ◦ Q ◦ R. K is a regular yle in H that is preserved under
trimming. Hene, the trimmed graph ontains a regular iruit, as required. 
Theorem 6.2 A skew symmetri graph H is weakly ayli i Ayliity-
Test reports no regular yle in it.
Proof.
The neessity is straightforward and has been already established in Se-
tion 4. To prove suffiieny assume toward ontradition that G has a regular
iruit but the algorithm did not disover one. By Lemma 6.1 the presene of
regular iruits in preserved during the ourse of the algorithm. In the resulting
graph all nodes are either blak or antiblak. Properties A and B imply that this
graph is strongly ayli (see Theorem 2.3). Hene, one gets a ontradition. 
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7 Effiient Implementations
To implement Ayliity-Test effiiently we borrow some standard teh-
niques from [4, 6℄. We assume that it is possible to obtain a mate for any
given node or ar in O(1) time. All graphs are assumed to be represented by
adjaeny lists. That is, for any node v all ars leaving v are organized in a
double-linked list attahed to v. These lists allow to enumerate all ars leaving
a given node in time proportional to its out-degree. Note that we do not main-
tain lists of inoming ars expliitly. Instead, to enumerate the inoming ars
of v we enumerate ars leaving v′ and apply symmetry.
Let H be a urrent graph at some point of exeution of Ayliity-Test.
For a node x in G let x̂ be the node in H defined as follows: if x is a simple node
in H , then x̂ := x; otherwise x̂ := vτ where τ is the maximal trimmed bud in
G ontaining x. The ars of H are represented by their preimages in G. More
formally, onsider an arbitrary ar a in H and let uv be the orresponding ar
(preimage) in G. Trimmings ould have hanged the head and the tail of uv.
One an easily hek that the ar a in H goes from û to (v̂)′. To ompute x̂
by x effiiently we use an instane of disjoint set union data struture (see [2℄)
and denote it by F . These disjoint sets are the node sets of maximal trimmed
buds in G. An argument as in [6, 4℄ shows that operations performed by our
algorithm on F fall into a speial ase admitting O(1) ost for unite and nd
alls (this implementation is given in [5℄).
Next we onsider bud trimming operation and disuss its implementation.
Consider a trimming of a bud τ in a urrent graph H . Firstly, we update F by
performing unite on it to reflet the hanges in the struture of maximal buds.
Seondly, we need to update the graph adjaeny lists. The naive approah
would be as follows. Enumerate all ars leaving vτ . Construt a new list of
outgoing ars (skipping ars in γ(Vτ )) and attah it to vτ (replaing the old
list). This approah, however, is ineffiient sine an ar an be sanned many
times during the exeution of the algorithm. To do better, we onatenate the
lists of outgoing ars for the nodes in Vτ and attah the resulting list to vτ .
This takes O(|Vτ |) time. Unfortunately, this also yields an additional issue:
the ars in γ(Vτ ) (whih are normally removed by trimming) remain in the
urrent graph. We annot identify suh ars during trimming proedure sine
that would require to san all ars leaving vτ and take too muh time. Instead,
we use lazy deletion strategy as in [6℄: all an ar of the initial graph G dead
if it is ontained in γ(Vτ ) for some maximum trimmed bud τ . We admit the
presene of dead ars in our lists but remove suh ars as soon as we disover
them. Dead ars uv an easily be deteted by heking if û = v̂. Sine an ar
an be removed at most one, the running time is not affeted.
To maintain the forest F we store for eah non-root node v of F the unique
forest ar q(v) entering v. This information about F allows to onstrut the
node set Vτ of a disovered bud τ in O(|Vτ |) time. Suppose that on the urrent
step the algorithm examines an ar uv in a urrent graph H and finds out that
v is antiblak. Then, v′ is an anestor of u (as shown in Setion 5). We trae
the orresponding uv′ path in F in bakward diretion hene obtaining Vτ . No
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additional proessing is required to update F when a bud τ is trimmed: the
nodes in Vτ \ {vτ , v′τ} vanish from the urrent graph and these values q(v) are
no longer used.
Let n (resp. m) denote the number of nodes (resp. ars) in the original
graph. The desribed implementation sans eah ar at most one and takes
O(1) time for eah examination. Also, O(n) additional time units are required
for initialization and other auxiliary ations. The time onsumed by trimmings
is proportional to O(
∑
i |Vτi |) where τi are all trimmed buds. This sums tele-
sopes to O(n). The restoration proedure performed on a regular yle by
our algorithm has the running time O(n) and is essentially the same as the
orresponding one in [6℄, so we omit details here. Finally, we onlude that
Ayliity-Test an be implemented to run in O(m+ n) time.
Now let us estimate the omplexity of Deompose. In order to be effiient
we need a ompat way of storing deompositions. (For example, listing all the
orresponding sets A, B, Z expliitly may require Θ(n2) spae.) To do this,
we only store Z-part for eah node of deomposition tree. Sine these sets are
disjoint, the linear bound on the size of deomposition follows. Obviously, we
may still obtain A- and B-parts (if required) of any node x in deomposition
tree by traversing the two subtrees rooted at hildren of x and uniting the or-
responding Z- and Z ′-parts. Eah Z-part stored by the algorithm is organized
as a double-linked list. During the postproessing phase the algorithm onverts
ayli barriers into weak deomposition of G. To avoid invoking topologial
sort of eah bud we ollet values f(v) for all nodes v that beome blak during
traversal phase (as desribed in Setion 5). These time labels indue topolog-
ial order (as in standard DFS algorithm). Hene, to postproess a bud τ the
algorithm requires O(|Vτ |) time units. Therefore, the postproessing phase runs
in O(n) and the total omplexity of Deompose is linear.
8 Conluding Remarks
We have studied the struture of weakly ayli bidireted and skew-symmetri
graphs. The obtained deomposition theorems ombine the notions of topolog-
ial ordering (as in ase of standard direted graphs) and barrier (whih is a
standard tool for working with regular reahability problems in skew-symmetri
graphs). We have adopted the algorithm of Gabow, Tarjan, and Kaplan to test
weak ayliity in linear time. Moreover, we have proposed a variation of this
method to build weak ayli deomposition in linear time. The problem of
extending suh algorithm to the ase of strong deomposition remains open.
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